L

ast issue we talked about the sea snakes
in Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s famous
poem, “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner,”
written over two hundred years ago. In the
poem an old sailor leans over the rail of
his ship to watch snakes slithering on the
surface, stirring up clouds of tiny bluegreen flashes:

Beyond the shadow of the ship,
I watched the water-snakes:
They moved in tracks of shining white,
And when they reared, the elfish light
Fell off in hoary flakes.
		
Within the shadow of the ship
I watched their rich attire:
Blue, glossy green, and velvet black,
They coiled and swam; and every track
Was a flash of golden fire.
In this poem “hoary” means white, like
frost. You can actually see these “hoary
flakes” all over the world—just by shaking
up seawater. It is called bioluminescence,
but used to be known more often as
phosphorescence or phosphorous. Mariners see bioluminescence off the bow of
their boat or in their wake, but they can
also see it when they pull up a fishing net
or a bucket. Sometimes at night sailors
see dolphins or large fish (or sea snakes)
swimming by their ship, stirring up so
much bioluminescence, so much “elfish
light” and “golden fire,” that it looks as if
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the animals themselves are glowing. If you
go for a swim at night in certain parts
of the world, such as in the bays of
Vieques, Puerto Rico, you can see
blue-green sparkling around your
skin.
Mariners seem to have always
been amazed by bioluminescence.
Off the coast of California, Captain
Cook described placing some “globular” creatures from the ocean into a
glass. He writes: “When they began to
swim about…they emitted the brightest
colours of the most precious gems.” In
1926 the scientist and explorer William Beebe compared the sparkling
of the ocean to the evening sky:

“The ship ploughs a deep furrow through
miles of star dust—phosphorescence which
will fill the last imaginative human being
as full of wonder and awe as it did the first
who ever ventured out to sea.”
The light that sailors like the Ancient
Mariner see at the surface is often caused by
tiny single-celled creatures, called dinoflagellates. Dinoflagellates float near the
surface of seas all over the Earth, mostly at
the whim of winds and tides. One of the
most common bioluminescent dinoflagellates, Sea Sparkle, looks like a
transparent grape.
It’s about the size
of a pencil tip.
All sorts of
other animals
make light, too.
Hundreds
of species of
fish, collectively
known as lantern
fishes, have special
cells, called
photophores, that

generate a glow. Some creatures, such as
comb jellies, have internal chemicals that
light up. One kind of squid can even squirt
a bioluminescent ink-like cloud. Scientists

don’t know exactly why animals make
light. Some animals might use it to attract
mates, or help them hide from predators
by confusing how they appear underwater.
Angler fish use light to lure their prey,
while other animals use photophores as a
way to search in the dark.
In the next issue of Sea History,
we’ll talk about an animal that can’t make
light, but finds its way underwater with
antennae, a crusher claw,
and a pincer claw.
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